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Abstract

There is much interest within the radioactive material transportation container design community
in the use of inelastic analysis. In other industries where inelastic analysis is used in design there
is typically an improved knowledge of the capacity of the structure and a more efficient use of
material. This report describes the results of a program in which the incentives for inelastic analysis
for radioactive material transport container design were investigated to determine if there are
similar benefits. Detailed are the elastic and inelastic analyses of two containers subjected to
impacts onto a rigid target following a thirty-foot free fall in end-on, side-on, and center-of-gravity-
over-comer orientations.
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1 Introduction

In the design of radioactive material transportation containers it is necessary to assess their
ability to withstand the hypothetical accident environments of 10CFR71. Two of these accident
environments involve structural assaults to the package, the 9-meter free fall onto an essentially

. unyielding target and the 1 meter drop onto a puncture spike. The determination of the
packages ability to withstand these events call be accomplished in four ways: by testing, by
analysis, by a combination of testing and analysis, and by comparison with similar packages

° that have been demonstrated to withstand the events. If the package designer chooses to
demonstrate package performance by means of analysis the package is said to be designed by
analysis. It is this type of design that this report will discuss.

Traditional design by analysis techniques have followed the requirements of NRC Regulatory
Guide 7.6 [1] to determine the adequacy of the design. This guide requires elastic analysis of
the structural portions of the package and sets limits for maximum stresses in the containment
boundary. The guide does not require elastic treatment of the non-structural portions of the
package, such as impact limiters and shielding. Also there am no provisions in the guide for
designs where structural instability may occur, so if the designer wishes to follow the guide it
must be demonstrated that there will be none of these instabilities.

In general practice, the design of a container is completed in steps. An usual first step is the
design of the impact limiter. From this step the designer will determine the accelerations of the
package in the impact test based on an assumed behavior of the impact limiter. The maximum
acceleration is then used as a load to be applied to the package in a quasistatic analysis. This
step makes the package design a static analysis problem, rather than a more difficult dynamic
one. The major difficulty with this step is the assumption of the distribution of contact stresses
between the package and impact limiter that must be made. For end-drop orientations a typical
assumption is uniform stress over the end of the package. For side-drop orientations a
sinusoidal distribution is very typical. For orientations between these two extremes more
creativity is required in choosing a contact stress distribution, but this can be readily
accomplished. Once the distribution of contact stresses is determined the analysis proceeds
using quasistatic elastic analysis techniques. These techniques range from simple hand
calculations to more complicated f'mite element calculations. Generally all sources of non-
linearity are ignored and fabrication stresses, bolt preload stresses, and thermal stresses are
simply added to the stresses from the impact analysis.

This type of quasistatic elastic analysis requires the designer to assume an acceleration
response of the impact limiter, linear elastic material behavior during the impact event, and
finally a superposition of stresses from various sources. With these assumptions, it is difficult
to determine the true response of the package to the impact event. This leads to a question of
what effect various assumptions have on the package design and ultimately what is the effect0,

on the overall safety assessment when subjected to the impact event.

, For these reasons it is desirable to have a more accurate design methodology that involves
inelastic transient dynamic analysis. In this design methodology, all of the components that
contribute to nonlinear behavior are included in the analysis. This allows an accurate modelling
of the contact forces between the package, impact limiter, and unyielding target, thereby
eliminating one of the major assumptions of the traditional quasistatic analysis techniques.



Furthermore, fabrication stresses, bolt preload stresses, and other sources of stress are
considered in a physically correct manner that allows non-linear interaction with the impact
stress during the impact event. The goal of this work is to determine if an improved knowledge
of the behavior of the package results from using transient dynamic inelastic analysis. In order
to determine this improved behavior the transient dynamic "::elastic analysis technique is

• compared to transient dynamic elastic analysis. A transient dynamic elastic analysis is chosen
rather than the more traditional quasistatic elastic analysis so that the effect of assuming elastic

o material behavior of the structural steel container can be determined without the other

complicating assumptions required by the quasistatic analysis. For this purpose the only
difference in the set of analyses presented here is that in one case (the inelastic analyses) the
container constructed of stainless steel shells and cask ends were modelled as an inelastic

material and in the other case (the elastic analyses) the stainless steel shells and ends of the cask
were modelled as an elastic material. All other materials are modelled as accurately as possible
to provide the appropriate response to the impact. This ensures that the structural elements of
the cask, the stainless steel shells and ends, are subjected to the most accurate loading
conditions during the impact.

In this report the benefits of using transient dynamic inelastic analysis in the design of radio-
active material (RAM) transportation packages will be explored via two sample designs for
shipping a bulk quantity high level RAM waste. The waste is assumed to have very little
strength but high volumetric stiffness and a specific weight of 1.7. It is assumed that the
shielding requirements for the package are similar to those for spent fuel. The two packages
are a rail cask that utilizes lead for its gamma shielding and a truck cask that utilizes depleted
uranium for its gamma shielding. Both packages use 304 stainless steel shells on the inside
and outside of the gamma shielding and solid stainless steel ends.

In order to contrast the transient dynamic elastic analysis and inelastic analysis, a design crite-
ria must be established for each. For the elastic analysis, the design criteria are those pre-
scribed by Regulatory Guide 7.6 [1]. There are several difficulties in establishing transient
dynamic inelastic design criterion. The most problematic of these is what value to use as an
acceptance criterion. Some of the possible acceptance criteria are based on: maximum von
Mises stress, maximum Tresca stress, maximum principal strain, maximum permanent defor-
mation, maximum allowable load proportional to failure load, limit on through-wall plasticity,
and a maximum strain energy as a proportion of the strain energy at material failure (or strain
energy at peak strength). Once an acceptance criterion has been established, another problem
is to determine if the package meets it. There are two sides to this problem - how to determine
the value in the package (for example maximum strain, an analysis problem), and how to
determine the allowable value (a material problem). For this work the acceptance criterion is
stress based. While it may not be the best criterion for an energy limited event such as a cask

o impact, it has the benefit of being recognized by a national code writing organization [3].

This approach will demonstrate how an inelastic analysis based acceptance criterion affects
, the design of a cask when compared to an elastic analysis based acceptance criterion. Differ-

ences in loading paths, locations of maximum stress, magnitudes of maximum stress, and
required shell thickness will be shown.



2 Baseline Package

Generic rail and truck RAM transportation packages are considered in this study. Both are
constructed with gamma shielding, inner and outer 304 stainless steel shells, and solid stainless
steel end walls as shown in Figure I. In addition, both packages are encased in neutron
shielding, a 304 stainless steel neutron shielding shell, and polyurethane foam impact lhniters.

C)
inner shell

gamma shieldin

outer

neutron shielding

neutron shielding
shell

end wall

impact limiter._

Rail Cask Truck Cask

• Figure 1. Rail and truck RAM transportation package construction

, The dimensions for the baseline rail and truck casks are given in Table 1 and Table 2
respectively. The rail cask is much larger in diameter than the truck cask. Besides the difference
in size, the two packages use different materials for the gamma shielding. The rail cask utilizes
lead, and the truck cask uses depleted uranium.



Table I: Baseline Rail Cask Dimensions (inches)
._

ID Thickness Length Material
7.; "' ,, _-- ',_,I' ,, ' ........ ,

" Inner shell 59.90 0.30 171.6 SS 304L
,,, , |, ,,, , , ,,==,=__

Gamma Shield 60.50 5.98 171.6 Lead
-,- , , ,, , ,, ,, ,,u,,, , , ,,,,,,, ,,,

Outer shell 72.46 0.60 171.6 SS 304L
-- iII iiiii i iii i L

neutron shield 73.66 5.00 171.6
li i Bin I II I i I III

neutron shield shell 83.66 0.125 171.6 SS 304L
.- _ ........... ,,, , ,

ends 6.88 SS 304L
i in iii iii i i i

impact limiter (side) 20.0 24.0 polyurethane
foam (20 lb.)

, ,,m , ,

impact limiter (end) 15.0 polyurethane
foam (20 lb.)

,.. , ,,,,,,,

Table 2: Baseline Truck Cask Dimensions (inches)
..

ID Thickness Length Material

Inner shell 24.1 0.20 171.6 SS 304L
,,, ,, , ,, ,,

Gamma Shield 24.5 2.95 171.6 _ _Depleted Ura-
Ilium

Outer shell 30.4 0.50 171.6 SS 304L
_,__ , ,,,, ,,, ,,,

neutron shield 31.4 3.00 171.6
......... ,,,,,, , , ,

neutron shield shell 37.4 0.125 171.6 SS 304L
--- ,,, , , ,, , ,

ends 6.88 SS 304L
,,, _ ,,,,, _ ,,,,

impact limiter (side) 15.0 24.0 polyurethane
foam (20 lb.)

,, ,, ,, ,

• impact limiter (end) 15.0 polyurethane
foam (20 lb.)

,=
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In all inelastic and elastic analyses, structural strength was ignored for the neutron shielding
and the neutron shielding shell. The mass of this shielding was added to the 3C_ stainless steel
outer shell by adjusting its density:

r4 r5 r6

• ((Pg) ss_rdr + (Pg) ns jrdr + (Pg' n_ rdr )
r3 r4 r5

Pgoutcr-shell= (EQ1)r4

• l_ rdr )
r3

where, r3, r4, r5 and r6 refer to wall dimensions shown in Figure 2, ss refers to the stainless
steel outer shell, ns the neutron shielding, and nss the neutron shielding shell. The resulting

density for the outer stainless steel shell was 0.67885 lb/in 3 for the rail cask and
0.615 lb/in 3 for the truck cask.

inner shell

gamma shieldingouter shell

__ d t neutron shielding

_ neutron shielding shell

: S // /g rail cask truck cask
__ __,/- j//" [ rl 29.95 in. 12.05 in.

_: %_ ' r2 30.25 12.25

+ r3 36.23 15.2

r4 36.83 15.7
II

r5 41.83 18.7
I

"_r I _ r6 41.955 18.825
"---i_,,,,,_ re 36.0 !5.5d _2

r3 r4 r5I r6

Figure 2. Rail and Truck Cask Side wall

a.

In addition, the density of the cask lids or end walls was adjusted to match the mass/unit area
" of the side walls. The side walls consist of the inner and outer stainless steel shells, the gamma

shielding, and the neutron shielding includh_g its shell. The resulting expression for the density
of the end walls is:



I/rer2 I/rer3

0 rl 0 r2

l/rer4 l/rer5

, 0 r3 0 r4
l/rer6

• 0 r5

where, is refers to the inner shell, gs refers to the gamma shielding, os refers to the outer shell,
re refers to the mean radius of the side wall, and te refers to the thickness of the end wall. The

resulting density for the end wall was 0.39978 lb/in 3 for the rail cask and 0.58813 lb/in 3 for the
truck cask.



3 Material Models and Design Limits

An elastic material model, an elastic-plastic material model with linear hardening, and a poly-
urethane foam model were utilized in this study for the materials listed in Table 3. For all
materials, room temperature properties were assumed.

!

Table 3: Material Properties
.......

v

Yield Ultimate density
E (ksi) x) (ksi) (ksi) H (ksi) (lb/in')

SS 304L 28,000 0.27 30 75 350 0.29
i ,,,,,, ,, i t i i, , i ,

Lead 2,400 0.44 1.1 2 5 0.412

Depleted Ura- 15,000 0.2 48 48 0 0.69
nium (compr.)

i

Depleted Ura- 15,000 0.2 0 0 0 0.69
nium (tension)

Neutron shield 0.036

Polyurethane 34 0.1 1.3 - 0 0.0116
foam

i

Contents 1,000 0.49 1.0 - 0.0 0.0612
....

Depending on whether an elastic design criterion or an inelastic design criterion was used, a
different material model was used for the structural stainless steel container: 304 stainless steel
inner shell, outer shell, and end walls. A linear elastic material model was used for these
componentswhen using the elastic design criterion, whereas an elastic-plastic material model
with linear hardening was used when using the inelastic design criterion, (see Figure 3).

The energy absorbing impact limiter was a "twenty-pound" polyurethane foam and was
modelled using a foam model developed by Neilsen [2]. The model includes the effects of
volumetric crush and lock-up. In addition to the parameters listed in Table 3, the foam has the

properties: P0 = 14.7 psi, 0 =0.36, and solid bull modulus of 150 ksi.

The content_ are a sludge-like material that behaves similar to an incompressible fluid.
Consequently, it was modelled as an elastic perfectly plastic material with very little shear

, strength but with a high volumetric stiffness. It has a specific weight of 1.7.

The gamma shielding was allowed to move relative to the inner and outer stainless steel shells.
' A contact surface with a coefficient of friction of 0.45 was used to model these interfaces. The

gamma shielding was modelled as an elastic-plastic material with linear hardening, as shown
in Table 3.



The maximum allowable slresses are computed by the formulas specified by the NRC
Regulatory Guide 7.6 [1] in the case of elastic analysis and the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section 10, Appendix F [3] for the case of the inelastic analysis. For the stainless
steel material, the maximum allowable membrane plus bending stress was 70 ksi for the elastic
analysis, and 67.5 ksi for the inelastic analysis, as shown in Figure 3. No design changes were

, made in the elastic analyses based on buckling according to the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Case N-284 [4].

These allowable stresses are engineering stresses which are based on the undeformed geometry
of the structure. However the transient dynamic analysis techniques utilized in this study
provide true stresses which are based on the deformed geometry of the structure. Therefore, in
all analyses, the true stresses were converted to engineering stresses by dividing the von Mises
stress by one plus the effective strain using a constant volume assumption [5]. For pure tension
or compression this formula is exact; however, for a combined loading this formula is only an
approximation. In order to conservatively estimate the engineering stress, a compressive
(algebraically negative) effective strain was assumed so that the engineering stress is always
greater than the true stress.

In all analyses, the stainless steel wall thicknesses were increased when the allowable stress
was exceeded. When a change in the wall thickness was required, a replacement ratio of
stainless steel to gamma shielding was used such that the shielding effectiveness was the same
as that in the baseline cask. For the rail cask that uses lead as its gamma shielding, the
replacement ratio was 1 part lead to 1.75 parts stainless steel, and for the truck cask that uses
depleted uranium for its gamma shielding, the replacement ratio was 1 part depleted uranium
to 3.0 parts stainless steel.

70

67.5 elastic material ....x
t,o.,_.°- "°'°'°

........... inelastic material

r,_ °°3 °"50 ° ° °

.........'l.....

•_ 3 ...................

4; | _._

0.00107 true strain 0.1082
Figure 3. Engineering stress vs. true strain for 304 Stainless steel



4 End Impact
4.1 Finite element model

The finite element models fcr the rail and truck RAM transportation package 30 ft. end impact
scenarios are shown in Figure 4. In the following designs, a cask with completely full contents

' and one with nearly full contents are considered for an end impact. The purpose for consider-
ing different content levels is to determine any difference in the response of the cask.

f

The gamma shielding was allowed to slide within the inner and outer 304 stainless steel shells.
Likewise the contents were allowed to push on and freely slide against the inner shell. The
cask end wall was also modelled separately; however, no detail of the fastening between the
end wall and the side wall was modelled. Instead the cask end wall was fixed against the side
wall. The impact limiters were fixed against the end and were free to slide against the side
walls.

The rail cask was modelled axisymmetrically with a total of 23054 elements with five ele-
ments through the thickness of the inner shell and five elements through the thickness of the
outer shell. Likewise, the truck cask was modelled axisymmetrically with a total of 26059 ele-
ments with five elements through the thickness of both the inner shell and outer shell. This
degree of refinement was more than adequate to model any potential bending of the relatively
thin inner and outer shells. All analyses for the end drop were performed with a transient
dynamic analysis technique using the SNL code PRONTO2D [6].

rail cask truck cask

e

.m

detail of cask comer

Figure 4. Finite element models for the rail and truck RAM transportation
package for 30 It. end impact scenario



4.2 Elastic design of rail cauk

In the elastic design, the baseline rail cask with completely full cOn_nts and one with nearly
full contents are considered for an end impact. The impact was modelled as a dynamic event
with initial velocity of 527.45 irds corresponding to a 30 ft end drop. The entire end drop event

, occurs over a time of approximately 40 milliseconds from the initial cask impact to cask
rebound. Figure 5 shows the deformed shape of the rail cask with elastic inner and outer
stainless steel shells and elastic stainless steel end walls. The contents, which were nearly full

" for the case shown in Figure 5, do not noticeably deform. In fact, the only noticeable
deformation is a slight amount of gamma (lead) Shielding slump and the crush of the impact
limiter.

time = 40 ms

Figure 5. Deformed elastic rail cask after 30 ft. end drop

Figure 6 shows the maximum von Mises stress occurring in the two elastic casks. The cask
with the Completely full contents experiences a maximum von Mises stress of 40.06 ksi in the
outer shell at approximately 27.2 milliseconds. This maximum stress appears to be a result of
the lead slumping and expanding near the impacted end. During the impact event, it was
noticed that a large amount of the top lid's inertia and impact load is transferred to the con-
tents. This significantly reduced the loading on the inner and outer shells.

The cask with the nearly full contents experiences a completely different loading history. The
maximum von Mises stress is 81.82 ksi and occurs in the inner shell at a much earlier time of

i 1.3 milliseconds. The von Mises stress is a result of the combined compressive loading on
the shell and the lead shielding bending the inner shell. The lid does not impact the contents
during the event for the cask with the nearly full contents. This requires that the inner and

" outer shells support the complete impact load of the lid and their self-weight. For this reason,
it appears that a cask with nearly full contents represents a more severe end impact event.

The maximum (engineering) stress of 81.82 ksi is above the maximum allowable combined
membrane and bending stress of 70 ksi. The baseline rail cask was therefore redesigned based
on the elastic design criteria. The ,'edesign involved increasing the inner shell thickness to
0.36 inches and changing the gamma shielding to 5.946 inches to remain at the same shielding

10



effectiveness. In the end impact simulation of the redesigned cask, the maximum von Mises
stress was 71.9 ksi, as shown in Figure 7. This level of stress just exceeds the allowable stress
according to the elastic design criteria allowing a maximum conibined membrane and bending
stress of 70 ksi.

yon Mises von Mises
• stress stress

!i°i°;' !,oo" _ 3610 _ 53.33
i 45,0 i 66.6754.0 80.0

• 40.06 ksi * 81.82 ksi

time 27.2 ms time 11.3 ms

(a) contents full (b) contents nearly full

Figure 6. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. end drop of elastic rail cask

von Mises
stress

0.0 ksi

11.67
23.33

'. 35.0
46.67

I _ 58.3370.0

* 71.79 ksi

time 11.2 ms

aladl--q

' Figure 7, Maximum yon Mises stress in the redesigned elastic rail cask during 30 ft.
end drop (contents nearly full)

G

4.3 Inelastic design of rail cask

The 30 ft. end drop impact was modelled as a dynamic event with the same initial velocity of
527.45 in/s. In the following design, an inelastic cask with completely full contents and one
with nearly full contents are considered for an end impact. The deformed shape of the rail cask.

11



shown in Figure 8, is for a cask with nearly full contents. Its deformed shape is
indistinguishable from a deformed cask with completely full contents.

time = 40 ms

Figure 8. Deformed inelastic rail cask after 30 ft. end drop

Figure 9 shows the maximum von Mises stress OCCUtXingin the two casks during impact (up
until the maximum g-loading at approximately 30 milliseconds). In the inelastic analysis of
the cask with completely full contents, the maximum von Mises stress was 30.57 ksi in the

I outer shell. This maximum stress occurs at approximately 21.2 milliseconds into the impact.The cask with the nearly full contents experiences avon Mises stress of 32.13 ksi in the inner
shell during impact. The yielding of the inner shell results in load redistribution to the gamma
shielding and outer shell. The permanent (equivalent plastic) strain distribution in the nearly
full cask resulting from the inelastic behavior is shown in Figure 10.

von Mises von Mises
stress stress

5,5

11.0 0
16.5 16,5

_ 22.0 22,0

1 m33.033.0

* 32.13 ksi* 30.57 ksi
P

time = 21.2 ms time = 11.2 ms

/11

(a) contents full (b) contents nearly full

Figure 9. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. end drop of inelastic rail cask
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_quivalent
plastic strain

_ 0;0

o.ooo33
0.00067
0.001
0.00133

" _;_ 0.00167
, 0.007

* 0.0063

Figure 10. Maximum equivalent plastic strain in the inelastic rail cask

After the con 'tainer experiences the maximum g-loading (at approximately 30 milliseconds), it
rebounds and reverses the loading on the inner and outer shells. Because of the stored strain
energy remaining in the structure, the stress levels during rebounding can be higher than those
found during the impact. Such was the case in this particular example, resulting in a maximum
von Mises stress of 32.57 ksi, as shown in Figure 1t. However, the maximum von Mises
.stresses, for both the full and nearly full casks during impact and rebound, are well below the
maximum allowable stress of 67.5 ksi.

' i

i !
yon Mises

:i stress

0.0 ksi

5.5
I 1.0
16.5

_;. 22.0

i 27.533.0

* 32.57 ksi

time = 38.0 ms
i
I

,, ! ,-----"

, Figure 11. Maximum yon Mises stress al'ter rebound of inelastic rail cask subjected to
30 ft. end impact (contents nearly full)
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4.4 Comparison of elastic and inelastic design of rail cask

Figure 12 shows the kinetic energy and g-loading histories during_the end drop scenario for
both the elastic and inelastic rail cask with nearly full contents. The g-loading Wascomputed
by summing the mass times acceleration at all the nodal points in the cask. Both the kinetic

, energy and g-loading are representative of the overall body's behavior during the impact
event. While these results appear nearly identical, major differences still occur in the pre-
dicted stress histories of the two casks.

e

60 I _ ,........ i ' , II 1 1 80 _7"T"---'-----I_"_'_----"[ I , --'T''--_

,-. \ ............elastic cask

Xk ,

!£'t:

0", ......... 0 '- ' '
0 time (milliseconds) 40 0 time (milliseconds) 40

Figure 12. Kinetic energy and G-loading history for elastic and inelastic rail cask
subjected to 30 ft end drop

To illustrate this point, it is informative to look at the stress histories in the shells for the elas-
tic and inelastic analyses of the nearly full cask. Figure 13 shows the locations, A and B,
where the maximum von Mises stress occurs in both shells.

Figure 13. Inner and outer shell locations in the nearly full cask where maximum
von Mises stress occurs

' The von Mises stress history tbr location A is shown in Figure 14 for both the elastic cask and
the inelastic cask. To give an idea of the stress level in the region of the inner shell (called
location A), two element stress histories are plotted. These two elements are those where the
maximum von Mises stress occurs during the impact in the inner shell. It is clear from these
results that both the magnitude and timing of the stress are different for elastic and inelastic
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casks. In the elastic cask, the maximum stress is 81.88 ksi at 11.3 milliseconds, whereas in the
inelastic cask the maximum stress is 32.57 ksi and occurs at 38.milliseconds. Because of the
residual stresses remaining in the inelastic structure after impact, the stress levels during
rebounding are higher. "

. Figure 15 shows the stress histories for several elements in location B for the elastic and
inelastic casks. The elements are in the location where the maximum von Mises stress occurs
in the outer shell. The magnitudes of the stress are significantly different.

,-,80 __! 80 -
_ -

• . t
O _O

0 time (milliseconds) 40 0 time (milliseconds) 40

(a) elastic cask (b) inelastic cask
Figure 14. VonMises stress history for two elements at locadon A on the inner shell of

the nearly full cask

45.0 "---' ,----,----_T----r-:_ 45.0 ---T .... _......_--_-----,--_-----,---_

,.., ,,,, .

rn I_ rn

0 _ j J ._ J.__t .... U___..L_____.L: 0 ______.t.... __l._--____ _ Z______t__

. 0 time (milliseconds) 40 0 time (milliseconds) 40

(a) elastic cask (b) inelastic cask

Figure 15. Von Mises stress history for several elements at location B on the outer shell
of the nearly full cask
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4.5 Elastic design of truck cask

The design Of the truck cask considered a full and a nearly full cask. The 30 ft. end impact of
the nearly full cask was modelled as a dynamic event with initial cask .velocity Of 527.45 irds.
Figure 16 shows the deformed shape of the truck cask with elastic inner and outer stainless steel
shells and elastic stainless steel end walls. The entire end drop event occurs over a time ofv

approximately 40 milliseconds from initial cask impact to rebound;The maximum yon Mises
stress for a full and nearly full elastic cask are shown in Figure 17. For the full cask, the cask

• experienced a maximum stress of 43.4 ksi, occurring in the inner shell at 31.3 milliseconds. For
the nearly full cask, the cask experienced a maximum stress of 45 ksi, also occurring in the
inner shell but at a time of 23,6 milliseconds.

time = 40 ms

Figure 16. Deformed elastic truck cask after 30 ft. end drop

yon Mises von Mises
stress stress

0.0 ksi m 0.0 ksi

5.0 ! 5.0

10.0 10.0
15.0 15.0
20.0 20.0
25.0 25.0

* 43.35 ksi * 44.99 ksi

, time = 31.3 ms time = 23.6 ms

(a) full contents (b) nearly full contents

Figure 17. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. end drop of elastic truck cask with
contents full and nearly full
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In the truck cask, the fact that the contents are full or nearly full make much less of a differ-
ence since the depleted uranium gamma shielding is much stiffer and absorbs a considerable
amount of the lid's momentum during impact. For this reasonl the maximum predicted von
Mises stresses in the full and nearly full casks are nearly identical.

• 4.6 Inelastic design of truck cask

The 30 ft. end drop impact of the inelastic cask was also modelled as a dynamic event with
- initial velocity of 527.45 in/s. Figure 18 shows the deformed shape of the truck cask for the

inelastic analysis, where the only noticeable deformation occurs in the impact limiter. For the
full cask, the maximum von Mises stress of 30.4 ksi occurred in the inner shell during impact
at 23.5 milliseconds, as shown in Figure 19.

time = 40 ms

Figure 18. Deformed inelastic truck cask after 30 ft. end drop

yon Mises von Mises
stress stress

I O.0ksi I 0.0 ksi

5.17 5.17
10.33 10.33
15.5 15.5
20,67 20.67

25.8325,83 i 31,0• 31,0

* 30.36 ksi * 30.75 i_i

' time ---23.5 ms time = 23.8 ms

(a) full contents (b) nearly full contents

Figure 19. Maximum von Mises stress in the cask shells during 30 ft end impact of
inelastic truck cask with contents full and nearly full
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For the nearly full cask, the maximum von Mises stress of 30.8 ksi also occurred in the inner
shell and occurs almost at the same time. The predicted location of maximum von Mises stress
is about the same as that in the elastic cask; however, the magnitude of stress is'much smaller.
The smaller maximum predicted von Mises stress in the inelastic analysis relative to the elas-
tic cask is qualitatively identical to that observed in the design of the rail cask. This large dif-

" ference between the predicted maximum von Mises stress in the elastic and inelastic analysis
is due to the plastic deformation in the stainless steel shells. Figure 20 shows the maximum

• equivalent plastic strain corresponding to the maximum von Mises stress. The maximum plas-
tic strain of 0.002254 results in a rather large difference in maximum yon Mises stress.

equivalent
plastic strain

0.0

0.00033
O.00067
0.001
0.00133

i 0.00167

* 0.002254

Figure 20, Equivalent plastic strain in the inner shell of inelastic truck cask

4.7" Comparison of elastic and inelastic design of truck cask

Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the kinetic energy and g-loading histories during the end drop
scenario for both the elastic and inelastic truck cask. The kinetic energy and g-loading histo-

15 .... ' ,' , , , _..... , 80 , -r----r----__ , ,
L_, ............elastic cask

._ inelastic cask %" .it. f'!_!i,._l_!!_'l!_\l_!t!!v_

g_ \ . "_ t P ............elastic cask

\ ------ inelastic cask

" N 0 --, , , -20 __1________1.... __.__j .....

, 0 time (milliseconds) 40 0 time (milliseconds) 40

Figure 21. Kinetic energy history for elastic Figure 22. G-loading history for elastic and
and inelastic truck cask subjected inelastic truck cask subjected to
to 30 ft end drop 30 ft. end drop
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ries for the full and nearly full cask are identical, so that the following comparison between
the elastic and inelastic cask subjected to the 30 foot end impact does not depend on whether
the contents are full or nearly full.

The kinetic energy and g-loading appear nearly identical but are only representative of the
body's overall behavior during the impact event. In fact, the predicted maximum von Mises
stress and time of occurrence in the elastic and inelastic casks are different. The maximum

- von Mises stress in the elastic cask occurred during impact, whereas it occurred after the
impact during the rebounding in the inelastic cask. Furthermore, the inelastic analysis shows
that a significant amount of plastic straining occurs in both the inner and outer shell. This
added information provides a better qualitative understanding of the impact event.
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5 Side Impact
5.1 Finite element model

The finite element models for the rail and truck RAM transportation package 30 ft. side drop
scenarios are shown in Figure 23. Only a quadrant of the entire cask was modelled due to dou-

• ble symmetry, The baseline rail cask dimensions are the same as those in Table ! with the fol-
lowing exceptions: inner shell thickness = 0.36 in., gamma shielding thickness=5.9457 in.,

, outer shell thickness=0,6 in. These dimensions reflect the redesign of the elastic rail cask to
satisfy the elastic design criterion, The redesigned cas,k was used for both the elastic and
inelastic side impact analyses so that more meaningful comparisons could be made.

The components were modelled separately so that the gamma shielding was allowed to slide
within the inner and outer 304 stainless steel shells. Likewise the contents were allowed to
push and freely slide against the inner shell. The cask end wall was also modelled separately.
However, no detail of the fastening between the end wall and the side wall was modelled.
Instead, the cask end wall was fixed against the side wall. The impact limiters were also fixed
in this manner against the end and side walls.

Figure 23. Finite element models for the rail and truck RAM transportation
package 30 ft. end drop scenario
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The rall cask was modelled with a total of 39912 elements with two elements through the

thickness of the inner shell and two elements through the thickness of the outer shell. Like-
wise, the truck cask was modelled with a total of 44360 elements With two elements through
the thicknesses of the inner and outer shells. It is noted that two elements through the thick-
ness is not enough tO accurately capture the magnitude of the bending stresses in the shell

" walls, However, due to the large amounts of CPU time required for more detailed predictions,
the number of elements through the thickness of the shells was limited to two. The qualitative

, nature of the comparisons presented here should not change even if more elements were used.
For the side impact analyses, only a cask with full contents was considered. This is due to the
observation that orientation of the impact event has a rolc in the interaction between the cask
and the contents. In the side drop, the amount of material above the void created by a nearly
full cask would be insignificant and not affect the loading history. Therefore, the question of
full or nearly full contents is not an issue for both the side impact events and the center-of-
gravity-over-corner impacts. In all side impacts and center-of-gravity-over-corner impacts
that follow, only a cask with full contents was considered. The transient dynamic code PRON-
TO3D [7] was used in all analyses.

5.2 Elastic design of rail cask

The impact was modelled as a dynamic event with initial velocity of 527.45 in/s corresponding
to a 30 ft. side drop. Figure 24 shows the deformed shape of the rail cask with elastic inner and
outer stainless steel shells and elastic stainless steel end walls. The only noticeable deformation
occurs in the impact limiter that crushes while absorbing energy during the event.The entire
end drop event occurs over a time of approximately 80 milliseconds from initial cask impact to
rebound.

iI,

time = 80 ms

Figure 24. Deformed elastic rail cask after 30 ft. side drop

The maximum von Mises stress was 49.9 ksi at 51.2 milliseconds which corresponds to occur-
rence of the maximum g-loading on the cask. The location of this maximum stress, denoted by
the star, was in the inner shell as shown in Figure 25. This seems to be a direct result of the
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inner shell carrying the majority of the inertial load of the contents. Because of the lower stiff-
ness of the lead shielding, less of the inertial load is transferred to the outer shell. Instead, the
stresses in the outer shell are due mostly to the overall bending of _e rail cask.

The maximum combined membrane and bending engineering stress of 50.0 ksi is below the
• maximum allowable combined membrane and bending stress of 70 ksi. The rail cask design is

therefore acceptable based on the elastic design criteria for the side drop.
t

von Mises
stress

0.0 ksi
8.5
17.0
25.5
34.0
42.5
51.0

* 49.9 ksi

time = 51.2 ms

Figure 25. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. side drop of elastic rail cask

5.3 Inelastic design of rail cask

Figure 26 shows the deformed shape of the inelastic rail cask subjected to a 30 ft. side drop
impact with initial velocity of 527.45 in/s. Again, the only noticeable deformation occurs in the
impact limiter due to volumetric crushing.

w

i
time = 80 ms

Figure 26. Deformed inelastic rail cask after 30 ft.side drop
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The maximumyon Mises stress of 32.52 ksi occurred in the inner shell at approximately 43.2
milliseconds. Because the stainless steel is allowed to yield, the maximum von Mises stress in
the inner shell is considerably less than that found in the el'astic analysis. The permanent
equivalent plastic strain corresponding to the inelastic deformations is shown in Figure 28.
The plastic deformation is local to a region near the cask end wall and appears to be caused by

" shear stresses that have caused yielding. The importance of modelling the steel's ability to
permanently plastically deform is evident from the significantly different predicted maximum

• stresses between the elastic analysis and inelastic analysis.
p

yon Mises
stress

o.o ksi

5.0
11.0
16,5
22.0

_ 27,5
33.0

* 32.52 ksi

time = 43.2 ms

Figure 27. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. side drop of inelastic rail cask

equivalent
plastic strain

0.0
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0.0025
0.00375
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0.006250.OO75
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Figure 28. Equivalent plastic strain after 30-foot side impact of rail cask
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5.4 Comparison of elastic and inelastic design of rail cask

Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the kinetic energy and g-loading hislbdes during the side drop
scenario for both the elastic and inelastic rail cask. Both the kinetic energy and g-loading are
representative of the overall body's behavior during the impact, event. While these results

. appear nearly identical, major differences still occur in the predicted stress histories of the two
casks. Since the inner and outer shells are inelastic materials and deform significantly once
yielding has occurred, the loading is redistributed to locations in the structure with less load-

" ing. This capability of redistributing stress greatly influenced further stress history. A further
benefit of this stress redistribution is the more efficient use of the material.

14 45

'_ elastic cask -

% ?

"_ [ ---- inelastic cask

0 time (milliseconds) 80 0 time (milliseconds) 80

Figure 29. Kinetic energy history for Figure 30. G-loading history for
elastic and inelastic rail cask elastic and inelastic rail cask

subjected to 30 ft. side drop
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5.5 Elastic design of truck cask

The 30 ft. side drop impact was modelled as a dynamic event with initial velocity of 527.45
in/s. Figure 31 shows the deformed shape of the mick cask with elastic inner and outer stainless
steel shells and elastic stainless steel end walls. Only the impact limiter appears to have

. noticeable amounts of deformation. The volumetric crushing of the polyurethane foam impact
limiter is evenly distributed over a large footprint. The entire end drop event occurs over a time
of approximately 40 milliseconds from initial cask impact to rebound.

[

time = 40 ms

Figure 31. Deformed elastic truckcask after 30 ft. side drop

The maximum von Mises stress was 51.75 ksi at 17.6 milliseconds which nearly corresponds
to the maximum g-loading on the cask. The location of this maximum stress, denoted by the
star, was in the outer shell as shown in Figure 32. This stress is the result of the overall bend-

ing of the truck cask. The maximum combined membrane and bending engineering stress of
51.84 ksi is below the maximum allowable combined membrane and bending stress of 70 ksi,
The truck cask is therefore acceptable based on the elastic design criterion for the side impact.

von Mises
stress

l O.O_i

lO.O
20.0
30.0

40.0
50.060.0

* 51.75 ksi

" time = 17.6 milliseconds

• Figure 32. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. side drop of elastic truck cask
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$.6 Inelastic design of truck cask

Figure33 shows the deformedshape of the inelasticrailcask subjectedto a 30 ft. side drop
impactwith thesame initialvelocity of 527.45 irds.Again, the only noticeabledeformation
occurs in the impact limiterdueto its volumetriccrushingduringimpact.

time - 40 ms

Figure 33. Deformed inelastic truck cask after 30 ft.side drop

As was the case in the elastic design of the truck cask, a significant amount of bending defor-
mation also occurs in the side drop of the inelastic truck cask. However, the slight amount of
yielding in the inner and outer shell redistributes the resulting stress to surrounding locations
in the shells and to the depleted uranium. During the impact (up until the occurrence of maxi-
mum g-loading at 25 milliseconds), the cask experiences a maximum yon Mises stress of
31.14 ksi, as shown in Figure 34.

yon Mises
StreSS

0.0 kai
5.5
ll.O
16.5
22.0
27.5
33.0

* 31.14 ksi

Figure 34. VonMises stress in outer shell at 22.5 ms.

, Rebound of the cask results in a maximum von Mises stress of 36.53 ksi. The location of this
maximum stress occurs at the top of the outer shell, as shown in Figure 35. Since themagnitude

• of the von Mises stresses in the inner and outer shells are not much beyond theelastic limit, the
plastic strains are small. However, through-thickness plastic straining still occurs in the inner
and outer shell of the truck cask, as shown in Figure 36.
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yon Mises
. stress

0,0 ksi
5.5
11,0
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27.5
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time = 37 ms
* 32.27 ksi

Figure 35. Maximum yon Mises stress during the 30 ft, side drop of inelastic track cask

equivalent
plastic strain

0.0
0.00106
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Figure 36. Equivalent plastic strain after 30-foot side drop of truck cask

5.7 Comparison of elastic and Inelastic design of truck cask

Figure37 and Figure38 show the kinetic energyand g-loading historiesduringthe side drop
scenario for both the elastic and inelasticrail cask. Both the kinetic energy and g-loading are
representativeof the body's overall behavior during the impact event. While these results

' appear nearly identical, differences occur in the predicted location and time of the maximum
stress in the two casks. The difference between the maximum predicted von Mises stress of

, the elastic analysis and inelastic analysis is significant. The inelastic cask is capable of yield-
ing and redistributing its load to other parts of the structure, which effectively changes the
loading history within the cask. This change of loading history cannot be predicted without
inelastic analysis.
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Figure 37. Kinetic energy history for elastic Figure 38. G-loading history for elastic
and inelastic truck cask subjected and inelastic truck cask
to 30 ft side drop subjected to 30 ft. side drop
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6 CG-Over Corner Impact
6.1 Finite element model

The finite element models for the rail and truck RAM transportationpackage 30 ft. comer
drop scenariosare shown in Figure39. Only a half of the entire cask was modelled due to

, symmetry. PRONTO3D was again used in all of the analyses.

The components were modelled separately so that the gamma shielding was allowed to slide
" within the inner and outer 304 stainless steel shells. Likewise the contents were allowed to

push and freely slide against the inner shell. As was the case with the side drop analyses, only
a full cask was considered. Again, this is due to the observation that the orientation of the
impact event has a role in the interaction between the cask and the contents. For the center-of-
gravity-over-corner impact event difference between a full or nearly full cask would be negli-
gible. The cask end wall was modelled separately and was fixed against the side wall. The
impact limiters were also fixed against the end and side walls.

The rail cask was modelled with a total of 31960 elements with two elements through the
thickness of the inner shell and two elements through the thickness of the outer shell. Like-
wise, the truck cask was modelled with a total of 32344 elements with two elements through
the thickness of the inner shell and outer shell. This was due to the large amounts of CPU time
that would have been required for more than two elements through the thickness of the shells.
The qualitative nature of the comparisons presented here should not change even if more ele-
ments were used.

'/ I../////////

//!// ?3/!///_ ! I /

)
rail cask truck cask comer detail

, Figure 39. Finite element models for the rail and truck RAM transportation
package 30 ft. comer drop scenario
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6.2 Elastic design of rail cask

Theimpactwas modelled asa dynamicevent with initialvelocity of 527.45 irdscorresponding
to a30 ft. drop.Figure40 shows the deformedshapeof the railcask withelastic innerandouter
stainlesssteel shells andelastic stainlesssteel end walls. A considerableamountof local

, deformationandvolumetriccrushingoccursin the impactlimiter nearthe comer of the cask.
Otherwise, thereis novisible deformationin the cask. The entirecomer dropevent occursover
a timeof approximately80 milliseconds.

t

time = 80 ms

Figure 40. Deformed elastic rail cask after 30 ft. comer drop

Figure 41 shows a series of von Mises stress contours plotted at 40 msec, 48 msec, and 56
msec for the elastic analysis. The displacements are shown magnified by 5x. The outer shell
thickness was 0.6 in. The stresses clearly exceed the allowable stress, and the cask needs to be
redesigned to meet the design criterion. The high stresses are due to a combination of the end-
wall bending the shell and the inward pressure of the impact limiter on the outer shell. Note
that the original outer shell thickness of 0.6 in. is the same used in the inelastic analysis. The
outer shell thickness was significantly increased to 3.5 in. during redesign, yet the maximum
stress from the elastic analysis still exceeded the allowable stress. With the outer shell thick-
ness of 3.5 inches the maximum von Mises stress was 86.8 ksi at 59.2 milliseconds which cor-
responds to the maximum g-loading on the cask. The location of this maximum stress,
denoted by the star, was in the outer shell as shown in Figure 42. Because of the relatively
smaU stiffness of the lead shielding, practically none of the load on the outer shell is trans-
ferred to the inner shell. The maximum von Mises stress of 86.8 ksi for an outer shell thick-

, hess of 3.5 inches exceeds the maximum allowable stress specified by the NRC Regulatory
Guide 7.6. Further increases in the outer shell thickness were deemed no longer realistic and
therefore no further redesign was attempted.
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Figure 41. Von Mises stress history in the outershell (for 0.6 in. thickness) of the elastic
rail cask. Displacements are magnified by 5x.
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' time = 59.2 milliseconds

Figure 42. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. corner drop of elastic rail cask
(for 3.5 in. outer shell thickness)
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6.3 Inelastic design of rail cask

Figure 43 shows the deformed shape of the inelastic rail cask subjected to a 30 ft. comer drop
with the same initial velocity of 527.45 in/s. It appears that the only noticeable deformation
occurs in the impact limiter as it volumetrically crushes near the comer of the cask during

• impact.

(
time = 80 ms

Figure 43. Deformed inelastic rail cask after 30 ft.comer drop

von Mises
stress

0.0 I_i

7.5
15.0
22.5
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37.5

inner shell * =52.1_i

time = 57.2 milliseconds

,, Figure 44. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. comer drop of inelastic rail cask

In the inelastic analysis for an outer shell thickness of 0.6 in., the von Mises stress also
increases in the outer shell as the cask is loaded to the maximum g-load. Because the stainless
steel shell is allowed to yield, part of the load is transferred to the shielding and inner wall.
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The maximum von Mises stress during the comer drop event, was 52.1 ksi at 57.2 millisec-
onds. The location of this maximum stress, as shown in Figure 44, was in the inner shell. For
the inelastic analysis, a plastic strain of 0.063 for the 304 stainless steel was observed in the
inner shell of the cask, as shown in Figure 45. This plastic strain is a result of the deformation
caused by the load transferred from the outer shell to the shielding and then to the inner shell.

' This load redistribution behavior is predicted by the inelastic analysis only.

equivalent
plastic strain

0.0
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0.02
0.03
0.04
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* = 0.063

Figure 45. Equivalent plastic strain after 30-foot comer drop of rail cask
t

6.4 Comparison of elastic and inelastic design of rail cask

Figure 46 and Figure 47 show the kinetic energy and g-loading histories during the comer drop
scenario for both the elastic and inelastic rail cask. Both the kinetic energy and g-loading are
representative of the body's overall behavior during the impact event. The kinetic energy and
g-loading histories are considerably different for the elastic and inelastic analyses. The kinetic
energy does not drop to zero as in the case of the end and side drop scenarios. Instead some of
the initial translational kinetic energy is converted to rotational kinetic energy. For the elastic

analysis the ki_netic energy drops fiom approximately 64x109 lb-in. (32x109 lb-in, for half of

the cask) down to 18x109 lb-in. (9x109 lb-in, for half of the cask) over a time of 50 milliseconds
and then increases as the elastic outer shell unloads and the cask begins to rotate. For the

inelastic analysis, the kinetic energy drops from approximately 60x 109 lb-in. (30x 109 lb-in, for

half of the cask) down to 7x109 lb-in. (3.5x109 lb-in, for half of the cask) over a time of 58

, milliseconds. The small difference between the initial kinetic energies of the two casks is due
to the increased mass from the large 3.5 inch outer shell thickness used in the elastic analysis.

, The g-loading was approximately 60 g in the elastic analysis and 40 g in the inelastic analysis.
The difference in the g-loading for the elastic and inelastic analyses is due to the fact that the
stiffness of the cask with elastic inner and outer shells is considerably higher than that for the
inelastic shells. In addition to the inelastic shells deforming plastically, the lead shielding
also plastically deforms, and together they absorb a considerable amount of energy and reduce
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the severity of the impact. This is not the case for the elastic cask.
i ! ! I 1 li I ' I I I I I I ...... I
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Figure 46, Kinetic energy history for elastic Figure 47. G-loading history for elastic
and inelastic rail cask subjected and inelastic rail cask

to 30 ft comer drop subjected to 30 ft. comer drop

6.5 Elastic design of truck cask

The impact was modelled as a dynamic event with initial velocity of 527.45 in/s corresponding
to a 30 ft. comer drop, Figure 48 shows the deformed shape of the truck cask with elastic inner
and outer stainless steel shells and elastic stainless steel end walls. Only a slight amount of
volumetric crushing occurs in the impact limiter. The entire comer drop event occurs over a
time of approximately 50 milliseconds from initial impact to rebound.

t,

time = 50 ms

Figure 48, Deformed elastic truck cask after 30 ft. comer drop
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The maximum von Mises stress was 151.9 ksi at 9.05 milliseconds which corresponds to the
maximum g-loading on the cask. The location of this maximum stress, denoted by the star,
was in the outer shell as shown in Figure 49. This level of stress (an engineering stress of 152
ksi) is well beyond the allowable stress of 70 ksi; however, no redesign was attempted. Based
on the elastic analysis of the rail cask cg-over-comer impact, it is expected that the redesign of

" the truck cask would require a significant increase in shell thickness.

von Mises
stress

0.0 ksi
25.0
50.0
75.0
100.0
125.0
150.0

* = 151.9 ksi

time = 9.05 ms

Figure 49. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. comer drop of elastic truck cask

6.6 Inelastic design of truck cask

Figure 50 shows the deformed shape of the inelastic truck cask subjected to a 30 ft. comer
drop with initial velocity of 527.45 irds. Only a slight amount of volumetric crushing occurs in
the impact limiter. Otherwise, there is no visible deformation in the cask.

time = 50 ms

Figure 50. Deformed inelastic truck cask after 30 ft. corner drop
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In the inelastic analysis, the maximum von Mises stress of 41.8 ksi also occurs in the outer
shell of the truck cask as shown in Figure 51. It occurs at 17.6 milliseconds and is also due to
an instability in the outer shell. The slight amount of yielding and plastic straining (shown in
Figure 52) in the outer shell redistributes this stress to the depleted uranium.

i1

von Mises
stress

0.0 i_i

5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25,0
30.0

* = 41.8 ksi

time = 17.6 ms

Figure 51. Maximum von Mises stress during the 30 ft. comer drop of inelastic truck cask

Since the magnitude of the von Mises stresses in the inner and outer shells are not much
beyond the elastic limit, the plastic strains are small. However, through-thickness plastic
straining still occurs in the outer shell of the truck cask.

equivalent
plastic strain

0.0

0.0015
0.011
0,017
0.023

_: 0,028
0.034

* = 0,0337

t'

Figure 52. Equivalent plastic strain after 30-foot comer drop of truck cask
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6.7 Comparison of elastic and Inelastic design of truck cask

Figure 53 and Figure54 show the kinetic energy and g-loading histories during the comer
dropscenariofor both theelastic and inelastic truckcask. Both the kinetic energyand g-load-
ing are representativeof the body's overall behavior during the impact evenL The kinetic
energy and g-loading histories arenearly identical for the elastic and inelastic analyses. The
kinetic energy drops from approximately 16x109 lb-in. (8x109 lb-in, for half of the c_'.k)
down to 1.6x109lb-in. (0.Sx10_ lb-in, for half of thecask) over a time of 37 milliseconds and

• thenincreases. The g-loading was approximately35 g in both cases, as shown in Figure 54.

"_ I_ ............elastic cask -
•'r '

- }%

•
0 time(milliseconds)50 0 rime(milliseconds) 50

Figure53.KineticenergyhistoryforelasticFigure54.G-loadinghistoryforelastic
andinelastictruckcasksubjected andinelastictruckcask
to30ftcomerdrop subjectedto30ft.comerdrop
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7 Comparison of Results

The impact scenarios in this study were modelled with a transient dynamic analysis technique
and provided a foundation for comparing elastic and inelastic design methodologies. In the
elastic analyses, nonlinear behavior was used for all materials except the stainless steel. In the
inelastic analyses, nonlinear behavior was used for all materials including the stainless steel.
The impact event is thus modelled in the most accurate way possible while retaining the
requirement for elastic behavior of the stainless steel. It is more common for elastic analyses
to be performed in an equivalent quasistatic fashion ignoring all sources of nonlinear behavior
such as shielding response. This common analysis technique was not used in this study so that
the comparisons would be based entirely on differences in the stainless steel shell response
instead of difference in quasistatic anddynamic responses. A few issues have not been resolved
and require further study. However, even with these limitations, the use of inelastic analysis for
radioactive material transportation container design has a significant advantage over elastic
analysis. Based on the impact scenarios of the rail and truck RAM packages studied, an
improved knowledge of the behavior of the casks is obtained by using the inelastic analysis.
This can lead to a better overall design as discussed below.

First, elastic analysis may underpredict maximum stress at a particular location, resulting in
inappropriately sized wall sections. Elastic analysis does not properly account for the decrease
in stiffness resulting from yielding in part of the structure and does not show the redistribution
of load caused by this yielding. For the rail cask subjected to the center-of-gravity-over-corner
impact, the elastic analysis underpredicted the stress in the inner shell. This was a result of the
outer shell yielding and redistributing the load to the gamma shielding and inner shell. It was
also observed in the inelastic analysis that significant plastic straining can occur through the
thickness in several areas. This may indicate that the elastic analysis is neglecting significant
physical features of the impact scenario.

Second, elastic analysis may overpredict the maximum stress. The inelastic shells can yield and
redistribute the loading to other less loaded parts of the structure, whereas the elastic shells
cannot predict this behavior. This was shown in both the side drop and center-of-gravity-over-
corner drop analyses. For the rail cask subjected to the center-of-gravity-over-corner impact,
the elastic analysis of the impact event would require an outer shell thickness of over 3.5 inches
to meet the design criterion. With the same impact limiter, the inelastic analysis suggested that
the loading on the outer shell causes it to yield and redistribute the load to the gamma shielding
and inner shell. An outer shell thickness of only 0.6 inches is required. Therefore, the inelastic
analysis may also allow for a better distribution of structural material, which can lead to weight
savings. The weight savings can increase the capacity of the package, thereby decreasing the
number of shipments required to transport a given quantity of material, which increases the
overall shipping program safety. The use of inelastic analysis may also decrease the overallt
cost of a transportation package, especially for designs where multiple packages will be
constructed.
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8 Issues Involved in Conducting Accurate Analyses

The use of transient dynamic inelastic analysis for RAM transportation containers potentially
has several advantages over the currently used quasistatic elastic analysis. The most prominent
of these is that the behavior of the package is captured more accurately. This leads to a better
understanding of the response of the container to the loads applied to it. The transient dynamic
analysis technique utilized in this study provides improved knowledge of the structural
integrity of the cask. The traditional quasistatic elastic analysis relies on numerous assumptions
whose effect on the package design and overall safety are not completely understood. In
contrast, transient dynamic inelastic analysis can easily model many nonlinearities.

The transient dynamic analysis technique can more accurately predict the loading history of the
cask by modelling all sources of nonlinearity. That includes the nonlinear thermo-mechanical
behavior of the cask materials, i.e. shielding, contents, and impact limiters, and the
nonlinearities arising from fabrication, i.e. initial stresses, geometric imperfections, and
fastener details. In a quasistatic elastic analysis the stresses from these sources are typically
superimposed on the results of the elastic impact analysis. If any nonlinear behavior is
considered in a transient dynamic analysis, it is no longer appropriate to superimpose stresses
as they may influence the load history.

There are also several modelling issues that have not been resolved and require further study.
During some impact scenarios stress waves in the shell walls may result in localized
instabilities in the shells. These events occur over a few microseconds and, to some degree, will
depend on the finite element model, i.e. finite element size, solution time step and material
model. The extent to which the results presented here are influenced by modelling issues has
not yet been investigated. Yet even with these modelling issues unresolved, the results of the
transient dynamic inelastic analyses done here demonstrate that the behavior of the package is
captured much more accurately compared to the results of elastic analyses.
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9 Conclusions

This report detailed the elastic and inelastic analyses of RAM rail and truck containers
subjected to impacts onto a rigid target following a thirty-foot free fall in end-on, side-on, and
center-of-gravity-over-corner orientations. Based on the comparison of results of these

,_ analyses, an improved knowledge of the behavior of the casks is obtained by using the transient
dynamic inelastic analysis. The inelastic analysis predicts the yielding and load redistibution
capability that the cask structural material has. This predictive capability leads to a better
assessment of the structural safety of the design.

The design criteria currently used in the design of RAM transportation containers are taken
from the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. These load based criteria are ideally suited
for pressure vessels where the loading is quasistatic and all stresses are in equilibrium with
externally applied loads. For impact events, the use of load based criteria is less supportable.
Impact events tend to be energy controlled, and thus, energy based criteria would appear to be
more appropriate. Determination of an ideal design criterion depends on what behavior is
desired. If the intent is that there will be no yielding in the package, an elastic analysis with an
allowable stress less than the yield point stress is sufficient. This type of acceptance criterion
will lead designers to using materials with the highest possible yield stress, and the associated
lower ductility would perhaps lead to a lower margin of safety against gross rupture. However,
if the goal is to prevent release of radioactive material, some amount of inelastic deformation
is acceptable and perhaps desirable. In this case, the acceptance criterion should limit through-
wall tearing and keep deformations to an acceptably small amount. An elastic analysis cannot
predict the margin of safety against through-wall tearing or the deformations associated with
an impact event nearly as well as an inelastic analysis. The overwhelming advantage of
nonlinear dynamic analysis techniques is a better understanding of the response of the structure
to the imposed environment. A better understanding of package behavior during impact events
should lead to a safer package.
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